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The interface between the two insulating oxides SrTiO3 and LaAlO3 gives rise to a two-dimensional
electron system with intriguing transport phenomena, including superconductivity, which are controllable
by a gate. Previous measurements on the (001) interface have shown that the superconducting critical
temperature, the Hall density, and the frequency of quantum oscillations, vary nonmonotonically and in a
correlated fashion with the gate voltage. In this Letter we experimentally demonstrate that the (111)
interface features a qualitatively distinct behavior, in which the frequency of Shubnikov–de Haas
oscillations changes monotonically, while the variation of other properties is nonmonotonic albeit
uncorrelated. We develop a theoretical model, incorporating the different symmetries of these interfaces
as well as electronic-correlation-induced band competition. We show that the latter dominates at (001),
leading to similar nonmonotonicity in all observables, while the former is more important at (111), giving
rise to highly curved Fermi contours, and accounting for all its anomalous transport measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.036805
Introduction.—The high-mobility two-dimensional elec-
tron system (2DES) at the interface of SrTiO3 and LaAlO3
[1] shows a variety of quantum transport phenomena [2–6],
in addition to a rich phase diagram including magnetism
[7–9] and superconductivity [10–12] at low temperatures.
The multiorbital band structure of the system, which gives
rise to this physics, has been the subject of many studies.
The electronic structure of the interface has been probed
via optical methods such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy
[13,14] and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
[15,16] as well as through magnetotransport [5,17–20],
which were supplemented by density functional theory
based ab initio calculations [21–25] and analytical studies
[26,27]. Most studies concentrated on the (001) interface,
although a conducting 2DES can arise in other interfaces
[28]. This has changed recently with several works [29–44]
indicating that the (111) interface has a distinct electronic
structure with novel properties.
To elucidate the electronic properties of (111)
LaAlO3=SrTiO3, we embarked on a combined experimen-
tal and theoretical study. Experimentally we focus on
magnetotransport at the (111) interface (Hall effect, quan-
tum oscillations, and superconductivity), which shows
surprising differences from the (001) interface [5]: In
(001) all these quantities are nonmonotonic and reach their
maximum at roughly the same gate voltage, whereas at
(111) the quantum oscillation frequency is monotonic,
and the peaks in the Hall density and superconducting
transition temperature are well separated. To understand
these results, we calculate the correlation-induced band
structure of the 2DES, taking into account the crystal
structure and the change in symmetry from the bulk
(octahedral) to the interface [triangular in (111), square
in (001)] [42–44]. We elucidate the different behavior of the
(111) as compared to the (001) interface: While the latter is
dominated by interaction-induced population transfer, the
former is governed by symmetry-induced Fermi contour
shape. The resulting transport coefficients nicely follow the
experimental data.
Transport measurements.—14 monolayer thick epitaxial
thin films of LaAlO3 were grown on an atomically flat
Ti-terminated SrTiO3 (111) substrate using the pulsed laser
deposition technique in combination with reflection high
energy electron diffraction. Details of the deposition
procedure and substrate treatment are described in
Ref. [32]. Electrical transport measurements of the
80 μm× 260 μm Hall bar, patterned along the ½12¯1
direction using optical lithography [32], were performed
by a four probe ac technique with a current of 50 nA in a
custom made 3He cryostat equipped with a 35 T magnet.
We investigated magnetotransport at the (111) interface
under a perpendicular field to understand the behavior of
the carrier density (n2D) as a function of temperature (T)
and gate voltage (Vg) in a back-gated device. n2D was
extracted using both the Hall density [nHall ¼ ðeRHÞ−1,
where RH is the slope of the low-field Hall resistivity] and
the Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations (through the
Onsager relation [45]) observed at higher magnetic fields.
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We also studied corresponding variation of the supercon-
ducting transition temperature. The back gate was employed
to control the carrier density and vary the sheet conductance
(GS). Since the gate response changes between different
sample cooldowns and Vg sweeps, we present the results in
Fig. 1 as a function of the zero field conductance GS0 [34].
The Vg dependence can be found in Ref. [45].
Figure 1(a) compares the variation of carrier density
from the SdH analysis (nSdH) and the Hall measurement
(nHall) with the gate voltage (Vg), while Fig. 1(b) presents
the corresponding dependence of the superconducting
critical temperature (Tc). The observed variation and values
of nHall are consistent with our previous results on the (111)
interface [33,34] [also shown in Fig. 1(a)] and with other
recent results [35,36].
Curiously, we find that while nHall and Tc are non-
monotonic functions of Vg, nSdH changes monotonically.
Moreover, the peak in nHall appears when quantum oscil-
lations are not observable. These features are strikingly
different from our previous measurements on the (001)
interface [5]. In the latter case, nSdH also changes non-
monotonically with Vg and the maximal nSdH, nHall, and Tc
appear at roughly the same gate voltage.
At both interfaces nSdH is much smaller than nHall. Since
the SdH signal decays exponentially with inverse scattering
time, this indicates the presence of two low-energy bands in
the electronic structure with different mobilities. Therefore,
both bands would contribute to nHall but only the mobile
one would be observable through the quantum oscillation
measurements.
We note that the band structure of (111) LaAlO3=SrTiO3
has recently been probed using Hall measurements [36].
However, the Hall coefficient receives contributions from
all the bands and also depends on the corresponding
scattering times, making it hard to decipher the band
structure. The crucial new ingredient here is the quantum
oscillations, which directly probe the population of the
more mobile band, and demonstrate the qualitative differ-
ence between the (111) and (001) interfaces. These allow us
to develop a complete and consistent theoretical picture for
both interfaces, as we now describe.
Theoretical model.—We first consider the orbital char-
acter of the relevant levels at the two interfaces. Ab initio
studies [21–23] show that the low energy conduction bands
in bulk SrTiO3 are composed of the t2g orbitals of the Ti
atoms. These are degenerate in the bulk due to their cubic
arrangement (the low temperature structural distortions are
negligible for our purposes), which imparts octahedral
symmetry to the band structure. However, the reduced
symmetry at the interfaces can lift the degeneracy and
modify the orbital character.
At the (001) interface, Ti atoms form a square lattice,
which does not modify the in-plane crystal field. In
combination with the confining potential, the degeneracy
of the t2g orbitals is lifted but the orbital character is not
modified. Specifically, if the confinement is along the z
direction, then the xy orbital is lowered in energy due to its
higher effective mass in the confinement direction [21]
[Fig. 2(d)]. On the other hand, at the (111) interface, Ti
atoms form a stacked triangular lattice with three interlaced
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FIG. 1. Gate dependence of transport parameters. (a) The sheet
carrier density (n2D) determined from low-field Hall measure-
ments and quantum oscillations as a function of the zero field
sheet conductance (GS0). (b) Normalized superconducting critical
temperature Tc=Tc;max as a function of GS0.
FIG. 2. Crystal structure of the (111) LaAlO3=SrTiO3 interface.
(a) Three inequivalent layers of Ti atoms (green≡ Ti1, orange≡
Ti2, blue≡ Ti3) forming one unit cell at the (111) interface of a
cubic lattice. (b) Top view of the (111) trilayer. R⃗1;2 are the lattice
vectors of the triangular lattice at the interface. (c),(d) Level
structure of the Ti 3d orbitals at the (111) and (001) interfaces,
respectively. The bulk cubic structure leads to the splitting into t2g
and eg orbitals. (c) The trigonal crystal symmetry at the (111)
interface leads to further splitting of t2g into a1g and e0g orbitals.
(d) The in-plane crystal symmetry does not change at the (001)
interface but the surface confinement lifts the degeneracy.
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layers [Figs. 2(a), 2(b)]. This changes the bulk octahedral
symmetry to triangular at the interface and introduces a
new in-plane crystal field [50], which hybridizes the t2g
orbitals, forming ja1gi ¼ ðjxyi þ jyzi þ jxziÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
and
je0gi¼ðjxyiþω1jyziþω2jxziÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
, where ω¼e2πi=3.
Their splitting is sensitive to details of the interface. Here,
we choose parameters such that a1g is lower in energy
[Fig. 2(c)], in accordance with recent XLD experiments
[44] and DFT calculations [42,43].
Next, we employ a tight-binding model with these
orbitals on the first three inequivalent layers [Fig. 2(a)],
keeping track of the separation and connectivity of
sites on the different layers [51]. In the basis,
fja1gi; je0gþi; je0g−ig ⊗ fjTi1i; jTi2i; jTi3ig ⊗ fj↑i; j↓ig,
the hopping terms can be written as 18 × 18 matrices
given by
Hð111Þ0 ðK⃗Þ ¼
0
B
B
@
AðK⃗Þ BðK⃗Þ B†ðK⃗Þ
B†ðK⃗Þ AðK⃗Þ BðK⃗Þ
BðK⃗Þ B†ðK⃗Þ AðK⃗Þ
1
C
C
A
⊗ I2; ð1Þ
where the block matrices AðK⃗Þ and BðK⃗Þ are
AðK⃗Þ ¼ − ð2tþ t
0Þ
3
0
B
B
@
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A
−
t00
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where, t and t0 are the light and heavy nearest-neighbor
hopping amplitudes while t00 is the next-nearest-neighbor
hopping. f0ðK⃗Þ ¼ 1þ eiK1 þ eiK2 , fωðK⃗Þ ¼ 1þ ωeiK1þ
ω2eiK2 , ϵ0ðK⃗Þ ¼ cosðK1Þ þ cosðK2Þ þ cosðK1 − K2Þ, and
ϵωðK⃗Þ ¼ cosðK1 − K2Þ þ ω cosðK2Þ þ ω2 cosðK1Þ, where
K1;2 ∈ ½−π; π, the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. The
atomic spin-orbit coupling is an on-site term mixing the
orbitals and spin states. Taking the spin quantization axis
along the (111) direction, the spin-orbit coupling is
Hð111Þso ¼ Δso
2
0
B
B
@
0 −
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
σþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
σ−
−
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
σ− −σz 0
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2
p
σþ 0 σz
1
C
C
A
; ð4Þ
where σ ¼ ðσx  iσyÞ=2, with σx;y;z being the Pauli
matrices. Additionally, the single-particle Hamiltonian
includes the trigonal crystal-field Δcf (which lifts the
degeneracy between the orbitals) and a linear confining
potential Vc (which lifts the layer degeneracy) [45].
Finally, correlation effects are incorporated through an
on-site Hubbard term
P
r
P
I≠J UnrInrJ, which includes
both interorbital and intra-orbital repulsion (assumed to be
of equal strength in order to reduce the number of free
parameters). The two-body term is then treated in the
Hartree-Fock approximation. The mean-field ansatz is that
the ground state is invariant under time reversal and has the
full symmetry of the (interface) crystal structure, i.e., the
C3v group at the (111) interface (we have verified that
tetragonal distortions, etc., have a small effect on our
results). Under this assumption, the Hubbard term reduces
to a one-body term with four independent real parameters
(per layer)—the occupancy of the three orbitals (which
appear in the Hartree terms) and one spin-mixing average
(Fock term) which renormalizes the spin-orbit interaction.
We note that a state with the full crystal symmetry must
have equal occupancy of the xy, yz, and xz orbitals.
Therefore, in terms of the original t2g orbitals, there is
only one independent Hartree term and three Fock terms.
The mean-field Hamiltonian is solved self-consistently,
using t¼Vc¼437.5meV, t0 ¼ t00 ¼20meV,Δso ¼ 3 meV,
Δcf ¼ 2 meV and U ¼ 2 eV. These parameter values are
close to those employed previously for the (001) interface
[5,17–19]. Although surface reconstruction can lead to
different parameters at the two interfaces, the qualitative
behavior is not expected to change.
Theoretical results.—Figure 3 shows the results of
the self-consistent calculation for the (111) interface.
Figures 3(a), 3(b) show the dispersion of the two lowest
energy bands at two different chemical potentials (μ) and
Figs. 3(c), 3(d) show the corresponding Fermi contours.
For small values of μ, only the lowest band is occupied.
Close to the Γ point, it mostly consists of the a1g orbital.
Away from Γ, the orbital character changes and becomes
anisotropic. At larger μ, the second band is also populated
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[Figs. 3(b), 3(d)]. For the range of μ relevant here, this band
consists primarily of one of the e0g orbitals and remains
almost parabolic. Crucially, Fig. 3(e) shows the monotonic
variation of carrier density of the two bands as a function of
μ. The monotonic rise of the second band population agrees
quite well with the SdH data [Fig. 1(a)], and supports our
assumption that only this band gives rise to visible quantum
oscillations, due to its higher mobility.
Upon increasing gate voltage the measured nHall
[Fig. 1(a)] has a peak before the quantum oscillations
are visible. This means that this observed nonmonotonicity
must arise from the lowest band by itself. This is an
important difference between the (001) and the (111)
interfaces that can be identified here because of
our combination of SdH and Hall measurements.
Figures 3(c),3(d) show that the first band is nonparabolic
and consists of regions with both positive and negative
curvature, throughout the range of relevant chemical
potential. This implies that a wave packet gliding around
the constant energy surface will give both electronlike and
holelike contributions to the Hall conductivity. This is
further complicated by the momentum-dependent orbital
character of the band at large filling. Under these con-
ditions, the standard Drude relation between inverse
Hall coefficient and the carrier density of a single band
½nb ¼ ðeRHÞ−1 is no longer valid and nHall can differ
significantly from the actual band population. Similarly, the
two band model, often used to fit Hall data for oxide
interfaces, is valid only in the case of two isotropic bands
with no orbital mixing and therefore is not directly
applicable for (111) LaAlO3=SrTiO3.
To properly account for these features we compute
the longitudinal and Hall conductivity (σL and σH)
using general expressions derived from the Boltzmann
equation assuming momentum dependent scattering
times [45,52,53]. Specifically, we fix the orbital lifetimes
(τa1g and τe0g) and assume the scattering time for the
mth band to be τmðK⃗Þ ¼
P
στa1g jψmða1g; σ; K⃗Þj2þ
τe0gðjψmðe0gþ; σ; K⃗Þj2 þ jψmðe0g−; σ; K⃗Þj2Þ, where ψm is the
self-consistent wave function for the mth band. This allows
τmðK⃗Þ to trace the changes in orbital character along the
Fermi contours. Here we choose τe0g ¼ 10τa1g , so that the
second band is more mobile. While σL and σH depend on
the orbital lifetimes separately, and are thus harder to
constrain by experimental data, nHall (≈σ2L=σH) depends
only on the ratio of the lifetimes. Therefore we show the
variation of nHall as a function of μ in Fig. 3(e). The decent
agreement of this theoretical result with experimental data
from Fig. 1(a) implies that the experimental observations
are a consequence of the shape and orbital character of the
lowest band.
We note that the Fermi contours in Figs. 3(c), 3(d) are
similar to those reported for the (111) surface of SrTiO3
[30]. However, unlike the band structure in Figs. 3(a), 3(b)
Ref. [30] did not observe any splitting between the two
lowest bands. This difference stems from the change in
order of a1g and e0g bands between the SrTiO3 surface and
LaAlO3=SrTiO3 interface [42–44]. In our model, this order
is fixed by the sign of Δcf , which we choose in accordance
with Ref. [44]. Using the opposite sign would provide a
band structure similar to the one reported in Ref. [30].
Figure 4 shows the results of a similar calculation for the
(001) interface using a closely related model [5,19].
Figures 3(e) and 4(e) markedly differ in the behavior of
the carrier density of band 2 at the two interfaces: Here the
population of band 2 (nSdH) is nonmonotonic, and the Hall
density follows it [as opposed to monotonic SdH and
maximal Hall number when band 2 is empty in (111)]. We
stress that the nonmonotonic behavior of band 2 population
at the (001) interface [Fig. 4(e)] is not due to larger
interaction terms (the three largest parameters, U, t, and
t0, were taken to be equal in both cases). Rather it occurs
because at the (001) interface the bands retain their original
orbital characters (xy, yz, and xz), which have a large
difference in effective mass in the interface plane. This
generates a correlation-induced population transfer among
the bands, because the total energy can be minimized by
transferring electrons from the lighter to heavier band
[5,19,20]. Since band 2 changes from heavy to light with
increasing μ [Figs. 4(a), 4(b)], it is first populated then
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
(f)
FIG. 3. Results of the theoretical model for the (111) interface.
(a), (b) Band structure for two different chemical potentials μ
before (μ ¼ 0.03 eV) and after (μ ¼ 0.12 eV) the second band
starts getting occupied. The pink (green) line corresponds to band
1 (2), which is composed of a1g (e0g) orbitals close the Γ point.
The dashed blue line marks the Fermi energy. (c), (d) The Fermi
contours corresponding to the band structures in (a), (b),
respectively. The outer surface (corresponding to band 1) is
highly anisotropic at all μ. (e) The carrier and Hall densities as a
function of μ. The carrier density is monotonic for both bands,
while the Hall density is nonmonotonic. The peak in nHall occurs
before the second band starts getting populated. This is in
accordance with the experiment (Fig. 1) and indicates that it is
due to the anisotropic shape of the lowest band. (f) Normalized
superconducting critical temperature (Tc=Tc;max) as a function of
μ within the single-band BCS model.
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depopulated. In contrast, at the (111) interface, all three t2g
orbitals contribute equally to both bands, and thus the
effective band masses are not different enough for corre-
lations to induce population transfer. The nonmonotonic
nHall in (111) is rather the result of the greater Fermi contour
curvature induced by the triangular symmetry, as compared
to the square symmetry at (001).
Finally, while our model does not account for the
origin of superconductivity, we attempt to estimate the
superconducting critical temperature for our band struc-
ture using the single-band BCS expression, Tc ¼
1.13Tθ exp½−ð1=ρ2VBCSÞ [54]. Here we assume that the
mobile band 2 has a higher contribution to the super-
conductivity, and therefore use its density of states (ρ2). Tθ
is the Debye temperature of SrTiO3 [55], and VBCS is set so
that Tc matches the experimental value at the maximum.
Figures 3(f) and 4(f) show that we get good fits for the
relative positions peaks in Tc and nHall with this simplis-
tic model.
Conclusions.—We measured the variation of quantum
oscillations frequency, Hall signal, and superconducting
Tc with gate voltage in (111) LaAlO3=SrTiO3 and found it
to be qualitatively different from the (001) interface.
Employing a tight-binding model with on-site correlations,
we calculated the band structure at both interfaces and
showed that the difference in the crystal structure leads to
bands with different orbital character. In (001) interface
correlation-induced population transfer is the primary
mechanism for the nonmonotonicity, while in (111) it is
the shape of the symmetry-induced Fermi contours. This
sets the stage for future investigation of the effect of this
peculiar band structure on the superconductivity, magnet-
ism, and ferroelectricity in these and related interfaces.
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